Emulation Controller Unit for 8 ... 32-Bit

- Universal for all 8- to 32-bit CPUs
- Mapper with 1 Byte Resolution
- Trigger System
- Frequency Generator
- Universal Counter
- Pulse Generator
- Code Coverage
- Slot for static emulation memory card with up to 2MByte overlay and 2MByte break memory
- Slot for Shadow RAM
- Upgrade with SRAM up to 16 MByte emulation memory
- 4 probe connectors on the front side for external banking, trigger and runtime control signals
- 3 BNC connectors on the back side
In-Circuit Emulator

Separate Emulation Control Processor

The emulator is controlled by a separate processor. Functions such as task changing or memory refresh are done independently of the main system controller or the emulation CPU.

Most Emulation Functions can be used while the target CPU is running ('on the fly' operation)

Two Emulator Operating Modes

Stand Alone Mode

The emulator operates without being connected to the target system. In this mode all emulator capabilities can be used for software debugging.

Active Mode

The emulator operates with the target system (with internal or external clock). This mode provides the ability to test software and hardware using all the functions of TRACE32.
Symbolic Debugging

A hierarchical symbol database enables structured symbolic debugging. Symbol names can be up to 255 significant characters long and can be used to show single program addresses, module names and memory classes. The disassembler can use the symbols for labels and/or operands. Demangling for C++ signatures is supported.
High-Level Language Debugging

TRACE32 can directly load the output of all standard compilers for C, C++, Pascal, Modula2, PEARL and ADA from most compiler vendors. Program display and debugging can be done in assembler, high-level or in a mixture of both. It is possible to construct both assembler and high-level windows on the screen simultaneously. All variable types specific to the high-level language can be displayed and modified. Addresses can be absolute, relative or line number based.
Multitask Debugging

The TRACE32 multitask debugger supports all common RTOS. The multitask debugger supports symbolic debugging of complex multitask applications and the detailed analysis of the real time behaviour of the system.

Background Task

For systems that require certain aspects of their operation to be maintained at all times (e.g. interrupts, timer operations etc.), a background program can be executed so that these real-time dependencies can be serviced. The application (foreground task) is then debugged in the normal manner. When the foreground task is stopped, the background program still performs all necessary services in real time.
Runtime Analyzer

Program runtime is recorded automatically.

- Time from initial start - 300ns to 300 days
- Time from the last program stop - 100ns to 300 days
- Time difference between 3 reference points - 300ns to 300 days
- Timers can be checked at any time
Edit/Debug Link

The editor window can be synchronised to the debugging window so that when an error is found, the source text can immediately be shown and if required, edited.

On-Screen Assembler

The on-screen assembler is provided in addition to the more common inline assembler found on other systems. With the on-screen assembler, short programs can be written quickly and reliably. It is not a full assembler whose output code is linkable to the main program in the usual way.
16 MByte Emulation RAM

To store programs in the emulator during the development phase, the emulator provides up to 16 Mbyte overlay memory. This memory can be static RAMs with an access time of 35ns or 15ns or dynamic RAMs.

Dual-Ported Access to all Emulation Memory

The whole emulation memory system is dual-ported. This allows the emulator to read or write memory while the target system is running in real-time e.g. to show variables, port contents etc. For low to medium CPU clock frequencies (e.g. 20 MHz at 68302) there is no decrease in performance of the target system due to the operation of the dual-port access mechanism. At higher CPU clock frequencies, the performance may be slightly reduced in accordance with the number of accesses made by the control system. The dual-port access mechanism can be switched off, but if this is done, then memory access by the emulator can only take place when the target program is stopped.

Option 256 KByte Shadow RAM

The shadow RAM offers dual-port read access and RAM coverage test for high speed CPUs with no restrictions. Shadow RAM can be mapped in 64K blocks.

Option Dualport RAM

An dual-ported RAM for microcontroller applications is available. The memory allows dual-ported access during realtime application at highest speed and zero wait states with microcontrollers like C167, H8 or 80196, where no bus arbitration is available.

Memory Mapping in 4K Blocks and bytewise

The main mapping of memory is done in 4K/512K blocks. However also be performed down to a single byte resolution (useful for I/O mapping).
Selective Mapping of Memory Classes

The address mapper can segment the memory into 4 segments. By using this segmentation, it is possible for example to split the memory so that a PROGRAM area can be mapped to the emulator RAM while the DATA area remains mapped as target memory. It is also possible to have totally separate physical memory areas displayed simultaneously.

Wait States and Write Protection

0 to 250 wait cycles can be specified within any particular address range. Data access in specific address areas can be prevented. Using this feature for example, it is possible to prevent an I/O access occurring at a specific address (if byte wise mapping is operative).

Support for External Bank Switching (up to 256 banks)

External bank switching schemes or MMUs can be supported by the memory mapper. For this there are separate probe inputs to the emulator. This option is only sensible on CPUs with less than 16 Mbyte addressing range.

Support for EPROMs with Inbult Paging

EPROMs of the types 27513 or 27011 are supported without external logic. The address area within the EPROM has to be defined by the user, so that the emulator can support the device.
Support for Dynamic Memory in the Target System

In order to refresh target dynamic RAM when the emulation is stopped, a memory refresh function is provided. The address range and memory class over which the refresh occurs can be defined.

Flash Programming

TRACE32 supports the programming of external flash memory as well as the programming of internal flash memory of microcontrollers. The programming can be controlled by the emulator or by a routine in the target system.

Memory Oriented Breakpoint System with up to 16 MByte Breakpoint Memory

Most currently available emulators use multiple address and data comparators to form the breakpoint system. This technique not only restricts the number of breakpoints available it also means that systems using bank selection are difficult to support. The breakpoint memory on the TRACE32 is basically a bytewise memory structure that can be mapped in a similar way like the overlay memory. When any memory location is accessed, the corresponding breakpoint byte is also accessed so that there are effectively 8 kinds of breakpoints for each addressable location. The break memory is dual-ported, so that breakpoints can be set and displayed while the system is running.
8 Breakpoint Types

- Program Breakpoint
- High-Level Breakpoint
- Spot Breakpoint
- Data Read Breakpoint
- Data Write Breakpoint
- General Purpose Point A
- General Purpose Point B
- General Purpose Point C

In each group there are up to 16 million breakpoints available depending upon the amount of breakpoint RAM in the emulator. Breakpoints can be specified as a single address or an address range.

Hardware Support for High-Level Language Debugging

By using a specially reserved bit in the breakpoint memory, high-speed debugging of systems using high-level languages is available.
Flag System

In a special memory, all addresses which are read or written are marked with read or write flags. This memory can therefore supply a lot of important information:

- Detection of uninitialised memory.
- Reading of uninitialised memory can be forced to generate an automatic break or to trigger the trace analyzer.

Trigger Outputs

8 trigger/status outputs are provided. These outputs are mainly intended for triggering or controlling certain functions within the target system. External analyzers can be triggered using the Trace Analyzer outputs.
Break Event Sources

- Normal breakpoint
- High-level breakpoint
- Data read breakpoint
- Data write breakpoint
- General purpose breakpoint A
- General purpose breakpoint B
- General purpose breakpoint C
- Exception break (e.g. RESET, NMI etc.)
- Analyzer break A
- Bus timeout (TimeOut)
- Glitch Detector
- Synchronous external trigger event
- Asynchronous trigger event
- ReadBeforeWrite

Delayed Trigger

A trigger delay between the trigger event and the emulation break can be specified in terms of time, a cycle count or trace cycle count.

- Time delay 100ns to 300 days
- Cycles 0 to 2.8 E+14
- Trace cycles 0 to 2.8 E+14

The triggering can either stop the target CPU or only the recording in the trace buffer.

Event Counter

Each of the general purpose breakpoints A, B & C has an associated 48 bit counter. Using these counters it is possible to break not at the first, but at the nth trigger event.
Bus Timeout

A timeout for bus cycles to the target system can be defined. The cycle time can be within a range of 10μs to 10s. Expiry of the timeout period can be used to generate an emulator break.

Event Trigger

All trigger sources can also be selected as the source for the event trigger unit. The following trigger modes are possible:

- Direct Trigger
- Trigger after N (1 .. 2.8E+14) cycles delay
- Trigger after T (100ns .. 300days) time delay

- Trigger after N events
- Delay trigger event for N cycles
- Delay trigger event for T time
- Trigger if the specified trigger event does not happened within M (1 .. 65535) cycles
- Trigger if the specified trigger event does not happened within T time

Strobe Monitor for Target System

If the strobe period becomes >>10μs the system will alert the user. If programmed to do so, the emulator can go into a standby mode if this occurs.
Internal Frequency Generator

- Variable VCO with frequency range from 1 to 70 MHz.
- No phase change when frequency changed - this can be used to test the limiting frequencies of the target system. Output available for direct connection to the target system (BNC).
- Emulation CPU clock frequency programming is done via the emulation control unit.

Integrated Universal Counter

- Frequency 0 to 20MHz
- System clock 0 to 80MHz
- Pulse width 100ns to 300 days
- Positive or negative edge count

Inbuilt GLITCH-Detector for all important CPU signals

- Detection of glitches down to 5ns wide within a CPU cycle
- Break at glitch detection
Profiler
- Data transfer rates
- Interrupt rates
- System performance

Built-in Pulse Generator
- Pulse width 100ns to 6.5ms
- Single shot mode via keypress
- Break Monitor
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International Representative

Argentina
Anacom Eletronica Ltda.
Mr. Rafael Sorice
Rua Nazareth, 807, Barcelona
BR-09551-200 São Caetano do Sul, SP
Phone: +55 11 3422 4200
FAX: +55 11 3422 4242
EMAIL: rsorice@anacom.com.br

Australia
Embedded Logic Solutions P/L
Mr. Rami Karlan
Suite 2, Level 3
144 Mandalen Street
Perth WA 6150
Phone: +61 9 9209 1980
FAX: +61 9 9209 1881
EMAIL: sales@emlogic.com.au

Austria
Lauterbach GmbH
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Belgium
Tritec Benelux B.V.
Mr. Robbert de Voogt
Stationpark 550
NL-3364 DA Sliedrecht
Phone: +31 40 41 41 31
FAX: +31 184 42 36 11
EMAIL: software@tritec.nl

Brazil
Anacom Eletronica Ltda.
Mr. Rafael Sorice
Rua Nazareth, 807, Barcelona
BR-09551-200 São Caetano do Sul, SP
Phone: +55 11 3422 4200
FAX: +55 11 3422 4242
EMAIL: rsorice@anacom.com.br

Canada
Lauterbach Inc.
Mr. Udo Zottelfer
4 Mount Royal Ave.
USA-Marlborough, MA 01752
Phone: +1 508 303 6812
FAX: +1 508 303 6813
EMAIL: info_us@lauterbach.com

China Beijing
Lauterbach Technologies Co., Ltd
Mr. Linglin He
Beijing Office
A3 South Ushi Road, Xicheng District
Beijing 100037, P.R. China
Phone: +86 10 68023502
FAX: +86 10 68023523
EMAIL: linglin.he@lauterbach.com

China Shenzhen
Lauterbach Technologies Co., Ltd
No.1 Taoyuan Road, Nanshan District
Shenzhen 518052, P.R. China
Phone: +86 755 8621 0671
FAX: +86 755 8621 0675
EMAIL: emily.zhang@lauterbach.com

China Suzhou
Lauterbach Technologies Co., Ltd
Mr. Linglin He
Hengyi Square, Rm 709
No. 186, Xing Hai Street
Suzhou, 215021 P.R. of China
Phone: +86 512 6265 8030
FAX: +86 512 6265 8032
EMAIL: info_cn@lauterbach.com

Czech Republic
Lauterbach GmbH
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Denmark
Nohau Danmark A/S
Mr. Flemming Jensen
Herkert 26, Plan 4
DK-2730 Herlev
Phone: +45 45 16 16 50
FAX: +45 45 52 26 55
EMAIL: info@nohau.dk

Egypt
Lauterbach GmbH
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Finland
Nohau Solutions Finland
Mr. Martti Viljanen
Teknikantie 14
FI-02150 Espoo
Phone: +358 40 546 0142
FAX: +358 9 2517 8101
EMAIL: sales@nohau.fi

France
Lauterbach S.A.R.L.
Mr. Jean-Pierre Paradiso
Europarc - Le Hameau B
135 Chemin Des Bassins
F-94035 Créteil Cedex
Phone: +33 1 49 56 20 30
FAX: +33 1 49 56 20 39
EMAIL: info_fr@lauterbach.com

Germany
Lauterbach GmbH
Sales Team Germany
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Greece
Lauterbach GmbH
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Hungary
Lauterbach GmbH
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

Spain
Lauterbach GmbH
Sales Team Spain
Altaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com
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India-Bangalore
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. G. V. Gurunatham
S-506, World Trade Center
Malleshwaram West, No.26/1, Dr. Rajkumar Road
India - Bangalore 560055
Phone: +91 80 67648888
FAX: +91 80 23475615
EMAIL: Trace32sales@esaindia.com

India-Chennai
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. D. Kalman
No.109/59A, Ground Floor
IV Avenue, Ashok Nagar
India - Chennai - 600083
Phone: +91 044-24715750
FAX: ++91 44 23475615
EMAIL: chennai@esaindia.com

India-Delhi
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. R.K. Bhandari
No. 705, 7th Floor, Laxmi Deep
Shivajinagar
India - Delhi - 110 092
Phone: +91 11-22549351
FAX: +91 11-22549351
EMAIL: delhi@esaindia.com

India-Hyderabad
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. C.V.M. Sri Ram Murthy
Shop No. 14, “Global Enclave”
Bhagyanaagar Colony, Kukatolley
India - Hyderabad 500 072
Phone: +91 40-23063346
FAX: +91 40-23063346
EMAIL: hyderabad@esaindia.com

India-Kolkata
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. Arun Roy
India - Kolkata
Phone: +91 98305 78843
EMAIL: kolkata@esaindia.com

India-Pune
Electro Systems Associates Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. R.K. Bhandari
Shriram Complex, 1126/1, Model Colony
Shivajinagar
India - Pune - 411 016
Phone: +91 20-30462035 / 25663
FAX: +91 20-25677202
EMAIL: pune@esaindia.com

Japan
Lauterbach Japan, Ltd.
Mr. Kenji Furukawa
3-5-8 Shinryokuchome
Kodai-ku, Niigata 951-0003
Phone: +81 25 213 4511
FAX: +81 25 213 4519
EMAIL: info@lauterbach.co.jp

Luxembourg
Tritec Benelux B.V.
Mr. Robbert de Voogt
Stationspark 590
NL-3364 DA Sliedrecht
Phone: +31 184 41 41 31
FAX: +31 184 42 36 11
EMAIL: software@tritec.nl

Malaysia
Flash Technology
Mr. Teo Kian Hock
No 61, # 04-15 Kajis Bukit Av 1
Shan Li Industrial Park
SGP-Singapore 417943
Phone: +65 6749 6168
FAX: +65 6749 6138
EMAIL: teokh@flashtech.com.sg

Mexico
Lauterbach, Inc.
Mr. Udo Zoettler
4 Mount Royal Ave.
USA-Marlborough, MA 01752
Phone: +1 508 303 6812
FAX: +1 508 303 6813
EMAIL: info_us@lauterbach.com

Netherlands
Tritec Benelux B.V.
Mr. Robbert de Voogt
Stationspark 590
NL-3364 DA Sliedrecht
Phone: +31 184 41 41 31
FAX: +31 184 42 36 11
EMAIL: software@tritec.nl

New Zealand
Embedded Logic Solutions P/L
Mr. Ramzi Kattan
Suite 2, Level 3
14 Manselden Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
Phone: +61 2 9667 1880
FAX: +61 2 9487 1881
EMAIL: sales@emlogic.com.au

Norway
Nohau Solutions AB
Mr. Jorgen Nilsson
Derbyvagen 6D
SE-21235 Malmoe
Phone: +46 40 592 206
FAX: +46 40 592 228
EMAIL: Jorgen.nilsson@nohau.se

Poland
QUANTUM Sp. z o.o.
Mr. Aleksander Bil
ul. Jeleniogorska 6
53-356 Wroclaw
Phone: +48 71 362 6356
FAX: +48 71 362 6357
EMAIL: info@qu.Int.com.pl

Portugal
Captura Electronica,SCCL
Mr. Juan Martinez
c/Duero, 40
E-08037 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 407 0778
EMAIL: info@captura-el.com

Romania
Lauterbach GmbH
Allersdorf 40
D-80335 Höhenkichen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 130
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com
**Russia**

RTSoft
Mr. Alexey Isayev
Nikol’skaya 5
RUS-105037 Moscow
Phone: +7 495 742 6828
FAX: +7 495 742 6829
EMAIL: sales@rtssoft.msk.ru

**Singapore**

Flash Technology
Mr. Teo Kian Hock
No 61, # 04-15 Kali Bukit Av 1
Shun Li Industrial Park
SGP-Singapore 417943
Phone: +65 6749 6168
FAX: +65 6749 6138
EMAIL: teokh@flashtech.com.sg

**South Korea, Panyo**

Hancom MDS Inc.
Mr. Dongwook Jun
3FL, Hanciom tower
49, Daewangpangyo-ro 644, Bundang-gu
Seongnam-si, Kyonggi-do
Phone: +82-31-627-3000
FAX: +82-31-627-3100
EMAIL: trace32@hancommds.com

**Spain**

Captura Electronica,SCCL
Mr. Juan Martinez
c/Duero, 40
E-08031 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 407 0778
FAX: +34 93 407 0778
EMAIL: info@captura-el.com

**Sweden**

Nohau Solutions AB
Mr. Jörgen Nilsson
Derbyvägen 6D
SE-21235 Malmo
Phone: +46 40 592 206
FAX: +46 40 592 293
EMAIL: Jorgen.nilsson@nohau.se

**Switzerland**

JDT Jberg DatenTechnik
Mr. Andreas Jberg
Zimmereistraße 3
CH-5734 Reinach AG
Phone: +41 62 7710 886
FAX: +41 62 7710 886
EMAIL: Andreas.Jberg@jdt.ch

**Taiwan**

Superlink Technology Corp.
Mr. Sulin Huang
3F-6 No.77-Sec.1, Xintaiwu Rd., Xizhi District,
New Taipei City 22101, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Phone: +886 2 26983550
FAX: +886 2 26983535
EMAIL: sales@superlink.com.tw

**Tunisia**

Lauterbach Consulting S.A.R.L.
Mr. Khaled Jmal
Roudet El Fan Kh 3.5
TN-3062 Sfax
Phone: +216-31610616
FAX: +216-74617173
EMAIL: info_trn@lauterbach.com

**Turkey-1**

Tektronik Muh. ve Tic. A.S.
Mr. Hakan Yavuz
CyberPlaza B-Blok, 702B
Bilkent
06800 Ankara
Phone: +90 312 437 3000
FAX: +90 312 437 1616
EMAIL: info@tektronik.com.tr

**Turkey-2**

G3TEK Embedded Technologies Ltd.
Mr. Celal Aygun
Sykeresim Matt. 445.
Sök. No. 48
06370 Bilkent/Ankara
Phone: +90 312 3324769
FAX: +90 312 3324769
EMAIL: info@g3tek.com

**UK**

Lauterbach GmbH
Mr. Richard Copeman
Altlaufstr. 40
D-86636 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Phone: +49 8102 9876 190
FAX: +49 8102 9876 187
EMAIL: sales@lauterbach.com

**USA East**

Lauterbach Inc.
Mr. Udo Zoettler
4 Mount Royal Ave
USA-Marlborough, MA 01752
Phone: +1 508 303 6812
FAX: +1 508 303 6813
EMAIL: info_us@lauterbach.com

**USA West**

Lauterbach Inc.
Mr. Bob Kupyn
1111 Main Street, Suite 620
USA-Vancouver, WA 98660
Phone: +1 503 524 2222
FAX: +1 503 524 2223
EMAIL: bob.kupyn@lauterbach.com
Additional Information

http://www.lauterbach.com

Lauterbach GmbH
Alttlaufstr. 40
D-85635 Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn
Tel. ++49 8102 9876-0   FAX -999
info@lauterbach.com
http://www.lauterbach.de

Lauterbach Inc.
4 Mount Royal Ave.
Marlboro MA 01752
Phone (508) 303 6812   FAX (508) 303 6813
info_us@lauterbach.com
http://www.us.lauterbach.com

Lauterbach Ltd.
11 Basepoint Enterprise Ctre Stroudley Road
Basingstoke, Hants RG24 8UP
Phone ++44-1256-333-690   FAX -661
info_uk@lauterbach.com
http://www.lauterbach.co.uk

Lauterbach S.A.R.L.
135 Chemin Des Bassins
F-94035 Créteil Cedex
Phone ++33-149-562-030
FAX ++33-149-562-039
info_fr@lauterbach.com
http://www.lauterbach.fr

Lauterbach Japan, Ltd.
3-9-5 Shinyokohama Kouhoku-ku
Yokohama-shi Japan 222-0033
Phone +81-45-477-4511   FAX -4519
info_j@lauterbach.com
http://www.lauterbach.co.jp

Lauterbach s.r.l.
Via Enzo Ferrieri 12
I-20153 Milano
Phone ++39 02 45490282
FAX ++39 02 45490428
info_it@lauterbach.it
http://www.lauterbach.it

Suzhou Lauterbach Consulting Co.,Ltd.
Room 1605, Xing Hai International Square
No.200, Xing Hai Street
Suzhou, 215021 PR of China
Phone: 0086-512 6265 8030
FAX: 0086-512 6265 8032
info_cn@lauterbach.cn
http://www.lauterbach.cn

Disclaimer

The information presented is intended to give overview information only. Changes and technical enhancements or modifications can be made without notice.
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